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Background

• Culturally and literacy-appropriate Patient Education 
Materials (PEMs) are essential to address health disparities, 
especially where follow-up care is limited.1

• Most U.S. healthcare PEMs are in English, disadvantaging 
non-English speakers and potentially leading to worse 
health outcomes.2 

• There is a lack of research on the readability of non-English 
PEMs, raising concerns for the large Spanish-speaking 
population in the U.S.3

• Skin diseases have a significant global health impact, 
highlighting the need for adequate multilingual 
dermatological PEMs.4

• Artificial intelligence tools like ChatGPT may offer an 
accessible, cost-effective, and efficient alternative to 
human translators, but its translation capacity has not yet 
been tested in dermatology.5

Abstract

This pilot study evaluates GPT-4's capability to translate English 
Patient Education Materials (PEMs) into Spanish, with aims to 
reduce language barriers in healthcare. Focusing on dermatitis, 
PEMs were analyzed for readability and accuracy by a bilingual 
rater and traditional readability scales.

GPT-4 translations scored well in conveying accurate 
information (Adequacy, Meaning, Severity) with slightly lower 
Fluency as compared to the original translation. Despite 
limitations like a small sample size and single rater analysis, the 
results indicate that AI could significantly aid in creating 
accessible health materials for non-English speaking 
populations, potentially impacting global health education. 
Future research will broaden evaluation parameters and test 
with end-users to validate these findings.

• Data on skin diseases was sourced from the 
2019 Global Burden of Disease Study, 
focusing on dermatitis as the most 
burdensome condition.6

• Three PEMs about atopic dermatitis from 
JAMA Dermatology were analyzed in both 
English and Spanish.

• GPT-4 translated the English PEMs into 
Spanish. 

• A bilingual social worker evaluated GPT and 
original translations on a Likert scale for 
fluency, adequacy, meaning, severity, and 
preference.

• Readability was assessed using Flesch-
Kincaid Reading Ease for English and 
Fernández-Huerta scores for Spanish 
translations.7,8 (Figure 2)

Figure 1: Sample GPT Prompt and Output Figure 2: Sample Flesch-Kincaid and Fernández Huerta Outputs7,8
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The study suggests AI translation tools could revolutionize 
patient education globally, despite slight readability 
challenges.

GPT-4 and original Spanish translations both received the 
top scores for Adequacy, Meaning, and Severity, indicating 
high-quality translation that does not adversely affect 
patient health outcomes. GPT-4's translations were slightly 
less fluent than professional ones, yet one was preferred 
over the original in terms of usability. English PEMs were 
objectively complex with reading levels much higher than 
recommended, but Spanish translations maintained similar 
reading levels, suggesting that translations mimic original 
reading levels.

Overall, these scores reflect GPT-4’s significant potential in 
translating PEMs from English to Spanish.

Future studies may increase the sample size and involve 
multiple bilingual raters to enhance the power and 
generalizability of the study's results. Studies might also 
test the effectiveness of AI-translated PEMs directly with 
patients to evaluate real-world usability.
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• Original translations outperformed GPT-4 in 
Fluency scores, with originals scoring an 
average of 4.67 compared to GPT-4's 4, and 
raters showing a preference for originals in 
most cases.

• The original English articles were found to 
be quite difficult to read, with a Flesch-
Kincaid Reading Ease score averaging 33.2 
and a corresponding grade level of 13.67.

• Original Spanish translations were slightly 
more readable than GPT-4 translations, 
scoring an average of 52.76 on the 
Fernández-Huerta scale compared to GPT-
4's 50.65, indicating that both are "fairly 
difficult to read" but the original is 
marginally easier.
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